
Q24 Should any current Pennant Rules be changed or additional rules
be added? (Reasons must be provided).

Answered: 169 Skipped: 251

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Finals to be played as Pennant Rules. 3/20/2018 11:20 PM

2 Played same rules as Pennant 3/20/2018 11:05 PM

3 Make temperature cut off same for Weekend and Midweek. 3/20/2018 10:52 PM

4 Rules should be adhered to especially and weekend where leads change playing positions after
game commenced. Penalty should be enforced.

3/20/2018 10:22 PM

5 A Grade dropping back to B - ethical!!! 3/18/2018 4:46 PM

6 Skips should not use bowling arms 3/18/2018 4:39 PM

7 If we played 2 Bowl Triples it would make the game quicker and attract younger players who
think the game is too slow and boring.

3/18/2018 4:26 PM

8 60/45/30 not required. 21 ends straight through. 3/18/2018 4:17 PM

9 Both heat rules should be the same. 3/18/2018 4:08 PM

10 No 3/18/2018 3:35 PM

11 Substitution of ill or disabled player at no cost to the playing teams 3/18/2018 3:07 PM

12 Weekend Bowls - men skip and third. Midweek Bowls - women skip and third. 3/12/2018 10:04 PM

13 Rules are quite sensible - just leave it. 3/12/2018 9:53 PM

14 Add wet weather catch up days to the calendar ie. the following Sunday(weekend) 3/12/2018 9:42 PM

15 Heat Rules -same as week and weekend but 38. 3/12/2018 9:33 PM

16 Finals should be played under the same rules that apply to weekly pennant. As soon as BOM
forecasts that our local temperatures are equal to our call off temperatures, all matches should
be called off by the executive. (Shepparton region already have a good system operating, which
may also be appropriate for our region.

3/12/2018 8:24 PM

17 No Pennant on Public Holidays 3/12/2018 8:13 PM

18 All Saturday Pennant 10.00am start 3/12/2018 7:24 PM

19 Change back to 9.30 start in December for Midweek bowls. Start 10.00am Saturday Weekend
Bowls both for temperature.

3/12/2018 7:05 PM

20 Saturday Pennant should start at 10.00am we have a Duty of Care to our people. Wait until it
hits 40deg is far too hot most of the league is getting older.

3/12/2018 6:51 PM

21 Saturday Pennant - Change start time of 10.00am or 11.00am. due to heat instead of 1-1.30pm
start.

3/12/2018 6:42 PM

22 Weekend Pennant - Should begin 10.00am, played straight through. Weather announced
Friday evening news if 40deg plus bowls cancelled in fairness to all clubs- reabuses - duty of
care.

3/12/2018 6:33 PM

23 Early start (10am) during January and February. Because of high temperatures. 3/9/2018 1:22 PM

24 Cut off temperature for Weekend pennant be 36 degrees before someone dies from heat
exposure

3/6/2018 7:21 PM

25 Should we go to 21 ends, no tea break, straight through. 25 ends as per Midweek is to long
without a break. It should be 21 ends if no break.

3/6/2018 5:58 PM

26 When heat policy is enforced the end being played must be completed. 3/6/2018 9:03 AM

27 Three bowls triples over 25 sides. Reason smaller memberships have a better chance of
fielding teams.

3/4/2018 11:52 AM
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28 The O & M Rule 4 'Composition of sides' should be amended to refer to the BV Rule 10
'Selection of players on descending order of ability'. This rule should be seriously enforced to
avoid male/female discrimination by selectors and also stop clubs 'stacking' lower ranked teams
to help win premierships. Rule 11.2 'Tea Break' amended to not have a break in weekend
pennant and be consistent with midweek pennant. Rule 12.1 'Heat Rule'. At the moment it is
nothing but a joke. The temperature should be 38 degrees Celsius for midweek and weekend
pennant and the official BOM reading for each town used. This would be consistent with all
Metropolitan clubs and most Regions. This would eliminate a game being cancelled at one club
and a game continuing at another in the same town. This occurred during this years pennant in
Corowa. The BOM readings are official and updated every 10 minutes and are within 0.1 of a
degree. This eliminates arguments as to what the correct temperature is at any time and helpful
for the monitoring by the umpire on the day. I am sure this would also avoid any insurance
issues should they occur. The 'Region' is happy to use the BOM forecast temperature (Rule
12.3) to make decisions prior to games so why not during games. The rule change would also
assist clubs in arranging games at different times, ie, night or morning games.

3/2/2018 9:40 PM

29 Teams should be made to go up if they win there grade example Corryong won last 5 grand
finals

2/28/2018 4:05 PM

30 The inequity of points allocation in cases of wash outs or heat rule 2/28/2018 1:33 PM

31 Saturday Pennant to be played with no break 2/28/2018 1:11 PM

32 Re.Q10 & Q11- Triples trialled in Div B. Smaller clubs / clubs with A and B sides can struggle
with numbers yet trying to give as many members as possible a pennant and have club
representation at a high level.

2/25/2018 4:33 PM

33 Depends on the survey. 2/24/2018 7:18 PM

34 No 2/23/2018 2:00 PM

35 Mid week pennant matches should ALL commence at 9.30 am in Summer due to the heat rule.
It must be the same for all clubs in all divisions.

2/22/2018 9:30 PM

36 A starting times during the hotter weather E.g 9.30 for M/W Pennant. Also for weekend Pennant 2/22/2018 11:19 AM

37 we finish pennant when our greens are at thier best for the year 2/22/2018 11:07 AM

38 I suggest weekend pennant should take the following format: The same two teams play two
games on the day. First game 15 ends. Take Tea break. Second game 10 ends. Points
awarded 15 end game winner 6 points plus 2 points per rink. Second 10 end game winner 4
points plus 2 points per rink. After tea for second game team members can change ( replace
some players with another player....some may need to leave early ) and also any change in
positions each member plays. The 15 end game in a four rink team must include at least one
female player per rink.

2/21/2018 8:44 PM

39 HEAT rule should be changed that if the temperature the night before on win tv all games revert
to 10 am start and if it is 40 plus all games to be abandoned and all clubs should use the bom
website for their temperature monitoring

2/21/2018 3:24 PM

40 Start all Saturday pennant at no later then 1 pm or earlier if all teams are available. Make
Saturday pennant 21 ends and play right through, no break during the 21 ends and have
afternoon tea at the end of pennant. For the teams travelling a distance, it would these clubs to
get home a little earlier.

2/21/2018 1:12 PM

41 No 2/21/2018 12:52 PM

42 1pm start back to10am for heat reasons, and you can have the Arvo tea at lunchtime, also don't
lose the rest of the day, skips staying at the head on changeover creates unecessary time
wasting

2/21/2018 12:15 AM

43 Unsure 2/20/2018 7:58 PM

44 No 2/20/2018 3:37 PM

45 Heat Rule should be consistent, both midweek and weekend Saturday 2/20/2018 1:47 AM

46 no 2/19/2018 4:33 PM

47 no 2/19/2018 4:06 PM

48 Lunch break for mid week competition 2/19/2018 1:48 PM

49 no 2/19/2018 11:28 AM

50 Saturday & midweek rules should be the same. Less confusion. 2/19/2018 10:37 AM

51 Weekend Pennant to start at 10am. 2/18/2018 8:53 PM
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52 Should we consider earlier start times after Xmas to combat heat suggest 9.30 am start 2/18/2018 8:14 PM

53 Heat Stress Rules - Weekend Pennant down to 38 deg Midweek Pennant up to 38 degrees I
believe this to be fairer because 40 degrees is too high and 36 degrees is too low.

2/18/2018 6:36 PM

54 Heat rule of 40deg C I believe is too hot. Possible change to 38deg for both mid and weekend
as cessation of play. Many medical journals quote that irreversible damage can be done to the
body if core temp is elevated beyond 40.5deg. Those especially vulnerable are those over 65,
pre-exising medical conditions, prolonged exposure to sun. Is that not most of the current
bowling demographic? Why risk health for a game?

2/18/2018 4:55 PM

55 Heat rule - tempto be hanged from 40 degrees to 38 degrees. Club weather station to be in
compliant with regulations and inspected and clubs fined if in breach of regulations. If predicted
temperature is 38 degrees bowls to be cancelled prior to commencement. Perhaps an earlier
start to pennant to be at 11am for summer season.

2/18/2018 12:24 PM

56 The current inclement weather decision time of 11.30 should be changed to 11.00, as teams
may need to depart their home ground before 11.30

2/18/2018 9:07 AM

57 Yes. Current maximum heat rule of 40 degrees should be reduced to 36 degrees. To play with
the current temperature rule is a definite health risk.

2/18/2018 8:19 AM

58 Heat rule for mid week increased to 38o . Weekend pennant is called off if @ 11-30 temputure
is 38o . This would make both comps more consistent. Also revert back to 9 30 start mid week
so games cane get a result.

2/17/2018 9:43 PM

59 Time midweek and weekend pennants max temp for calling off the event are the same. I say
this as mostly the same personnel are attending. It is no longer just a ladies comp and the
ladies play Saturday to max temp of 40. Furthermore, if the max temp is predicated by the
meteorology then call off the games in all geographical areas the day before. Again I say this
because it is extremely disappointing travelling distances to play a fees few and having a
financial outlay for a non event. This way there is no advantage to areas the don't meet max
temps. Additionally personnel are not wasting a day for a non event

2/16/2018 9:47 AM

60 no 2/15/2018 10:36 PM

61 Consider using the same cutoff temperature for cancellation of midweek and weekend Pennant. 2/15/2018 8:35 PM

62 Heat rule the same for both midweek/weekend pennant to save confusion 2/15/2018 8:34 PM

63 Mid-week - 21 ends then lunch provided by home club. Weekend - Lunch provided by home
club at 1230pm followed by 21 ends straight through. Umpires to have power to suspend play
due to inclement weather 9with advice from greenkeeper).

2/15/2018 2:53 PM

64 Remove requirement for away side to complete yellow Results form. 2/14/2018 6:06 PM

65 Heat rule not consited with week day s 2/14/2018 3:04 PM

66 Yes play 24 ends as you can finish at the end you started 2/14/2018 12:32 PM

67 Heat rule should be looked at as there are a lot of women playing at weekends.40 is too hot
.Not fair that some teams start early in heat get more points than other teams who can’t even
get on to the greens as happened this season.

2/13/2018 8:15 PM

68 No 2/13/2018 8:09 PM

69 earlier start to pennant games as now days bugger all people work Saturday mornings 2/13/2018 6:51 PM

70 Should include something about practice, who, where and when. Should check our rules
against BV rules for region pennant competition and make sure everything lines up. Heat rules
need to be thought about as to when the region cancels a round, the current system is too open
to manipulation and the people making the decision are aware of the impact on their club. I
would like to see a “if this is predicted, pennant is cancelled” system in place. Would like the
temperature reading equipment to be thought about, a neutral outside body providing
information about the ambient temperature has to be better than relying on clubs to provide a
calibrated(at all times) thermometer housed in a box( that meets guideline) that umpires have to
use and they are not expert in this matter. Prefer to use BOM data and how the players are
travelling as a guide to excessive heat. Clubs should not have the right to appeal against the
venue for a final, if the region decides on the best available neutral green, that is where the
fixture should take place. Why play on a lesser surface? Promotion and relegation should be
mandatory. If a club has won the premiership and there is somewhere to go, they go there.
Promotion from current b grade to a grade should be encouraged providing the club can field
the required number of players. If a tea break is retained the provision should be made to allow
it to be deferred to the end of the game.

2/13/2018 6:45 PM

71 Yes. Should play 100 ends for 4 rinks or 75 for 3 rink teams. 2/13/2018 5:44 PM

72 Heat rule 38 degrees for midweek and weekend. 2/13/2018 3:23 PM
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73 There should be a benefit for team finishing on top 2/13/2018 12:19 PM

74 All games on same day under same conditions 2/12/2018 7:31 PM

75 no 2/12/2018 5:28 PM

76 Temperature limit too high for weekend pennant especially when play commences in the hottest
part of the day. Think of the skippers who stand in the sun for up four plus hours. Either start
weekend matches at the same time as midweek pennant or lower the temperature.

2/12/2018 5:13 PM

77 Promotion relegation needs to be addressed winners to go up losers to go down regardless of
geography B1 to go up A4 to come down etc

2/12/2018 4:50 PM

78 No comment. Insufficient experience. 2/12/2018 4:20 PM

79 I think that if a club wins there division, they should be made to go up to the higher division 2/12/2018 2:06 PM

80 I believe the heat rule should be amended to reflect the BOM projected temperatures at the
respected time required If all clubs were to abide by this amendment there would be less
opportunity for manipulation. Thoughts by Ian Soulsby. Beechworth

2/12/2018 1:55 PM

81 the heat rule must be the same for both mid week and weekend pennant. how could there
possibly be a difference?

2/12/2018 10:26 AM

82 Should look at formalising earlier starts for days of extreme weather 2/12/2018 9:40 AM

83 Bring back ladies on Tuesday . If mixed men should only play lead or second 2/12/2018 8:54 AM

84 Need to have some sort of standard for the maeasurement of temprature and what they are in it
is not happening at the moment

2/12/2018 8:05 AM

85 Heat rule on weekend pennant to be 38 degrees because women are now playing Have more
twilight pennant matches for more spectator opportunity as played played at same time as
other sports

2/11/2018 9:09 PM

86 midweek and weekend play times(early) no meal break and temperatures should be the same, 2/11/2018 8:24 PM

87 After Christmas play should start at 10 am - as to beat heat . 2/11/2018 7:14 PM

88 Bowlers using bowling arms should be limited to using size 3 bowls. Too many players
upgrading to size 5 bowls producing advantages as skippers.

2/11/2018 6:44 PM

89 NO 2/11/2018 6:35 PM

90 should be 21 ends straight through 2/11/2018 6:09 PM

91 no 30/45/60 ends only region/division that does it 2/11/2018 4:59 PM

92 Promotion & Relegation should be compulsory. 2/11/2018 4:06 PM

93 Yes - no afternoon break on Saturdays 2/11/2018 4:03 PM

94 Loose question 2/11/2018 4:03 PM

95 Temperature rules should be same. Both 38 degrees or both the same. Both wet weather and
heat rules should have same rules. Stay at club/venue until decision / outcome can not be
achieved.

2/11/2018 3:48 PM

96 no 2/11/2018 3:34 PM

97 Team that wins the flag has to be promoted unless it means that club has 2 teams in that grade.
However if this occurs the runner up team should not be promoted.

2/11/2018 2:59 PM

98 Yes temperature should be open for all players to see 2/11/2018 2:46 PM

99 Heat rule should be applied on Thursday before any round based on BOM forecast for 38
degrees or over to cancel the complete round not the completely unfair stupid idea of only some
games completed gives the winning sides an unfair advantage over the sides that have the heat
rule applied that have and share points...Individual clubs are cheating the system to gain points
by not declaring the correct temperature and by using faulty temperature gauges that are of
cheap and nasty quality and are not available through the O & M that are the same quality and
design..Pennant games to be of 21 Ends straight through like most progressive associations
with no smoko. Grand final must be played on the best available greens but not those of
participating teams...The entire pennant committee must be dismissed and commonsense
people elected to replace them after this seasons debacle.....

2/11/2018 2:08 PM

100 No 2/11/2018 1:58 PM

101 no 2/11/2018 1:33 PM

102 Play straight through with no break. 2/11/2018 11:04 AM
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103 Heat rule should be lowered as 40 is way to high for health reasons obviously we have a duty of
care

2/11/2018 10:24 AM

104 Revert to men and women only for pennant. If not enough players then a team should not be
entered. Heat Rule should be changed to allow cancellation of complete round on Friday if temp
by BOM is predicted to be in excess of 38 degrees. All pennant (weekend & midweek) should
cease when temp. reaches 38 degrees.

2/11/2018 10:24 AM

105 Play straight through 2/11/2018 8:56 AM

106 Remove afternoon tea during the game. Playing 21 ends without a break will quicken the game
therefore reducing the time played. This could attract more players if the time is shortened.. To
reduce the number of hot weather cancellations all pennant games should commence as early
as possible 10 am for all games pk ayed after Christmas. To attract spectators to games
schedule at least 2 night games per season per club. Increase revenue to clubs, they can make
a social night out of these games. Suggest A1 & A 2 teams only.

2/10/2018 11:13 PM

107 A players division level should apply for both midweek and weekend, thus preventing A grade
division players from weekend playing B grade players midweek (and thrashing them). No one
wants to get thrashed by a far better player. Clubs will soon struggle to field a team for midweek
pennant if this is allowed to continue. More needs to be done to promote women to take up
bowling and keep on bowling and having to be put down continually by rude men isn't
something that should be tolerated. The cut off temperature for calling off bowling should be the
same for both midweek and weekend. If this isn't adopted, how do you explain the difference?
Is it because women are considered the "weaker sex"? Unless people are retired in which case
they can bowl any day of the week, most families have two working adults and if they both work
Monday to Friday and their club gives preference to men on Saturday's then it becomes very
difficult for women bowlers who want to bowl at pennant level to get a game. The later start time
on Saturday's suit shift workers less for example nurses (mostly women) and if the start time
was the same on Saturday as Tuesday, then less games would be called off due to extreme
heat and people who work evening shifts could still bowl and work on the same day (for home
games with no travel) thus improving work/life and play balance. If a club has to use players
from a higher division in a lower division either midweek or weekend then they shouldn't be
allowed to play skip or third to make it fairer for the players from the lower division.

2/10/2018 10:25 PM

108 Pennant days finish way too late must start earlier and be of only 21 ends. 2/10/2018 8:54 PM

109 Heat rule be the same Weekend and midweek nomore than 38 (Health and Safety) 2/10/2018 8:49 PM

110 no 2/10/2018 6:15 PM

111 Midweek teams should have men only to bowl lead or second. Weekend pennant should be left
alone for the men mainly. Women love their Tuesday’s and men used to love Saturday’s. it’s
such a mess at the moment

2/10/2018 5:45 PM

112 Yes If the O & M, call off the game then all teams should get half points. 2/10/2018 4:39 PM

113 HEAT RULE ---- PRESENT RULE CAN BE SEEN AS UNFAIR AND HAS SOME DISSENT. 2/10/2018 11:04 AM

114 heat rule- because some clubs do not play by the rules that are in place now and the o+m
should not make on decision thursday for saturday pennant friday would be better

2/10/2018 10:11 AM

115 In special circumstances there must be room to alter where a dispite may occur or beifit the
game

2/10/2018 8:40 AM

116 Heat rule is being abused by clubs wanting to make four. BOM is NOT the answer; umpires and
host clubs need to realise this rule must be taken seriously.

2/10/2018 8:18 AM

117 Take weather from BOM if it is reported severe cancell all games eg heavy rain 40c + all games
cancelled across the board making an evean playing field

2/10/2018 4:03 AM

118 Consider a heat rule 2/9/2018 10:02 PM

119 No 2/9/2018 8:02 PM

120 Consistency of heat rule midweek and weekend 2/9/2018 5:21 PM

121 Whoever wins grand final goes up . Highest placed finalist hosts first final. These rules provide
incentive for clubs

2/9/2018 5:13 PM

122 Start at 10:30am and play 25 ends straight through for the second section of the season.
Especially (A1)

2/9/2018 4:10 PM

123 As both weekend and midweek pennant are Open, the heat rule should be the same for both. 2/9/2018 3:09 PM
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124 I would like to see Saturday pennant starting times be the same as midweek and the cutoff
temperature 36° also. We need to encourage new bowlers and keep our existing (ageing)
bowlers to play/keep playing and we have a duty of care to the bowlers. Our temperatures are
increasing and the humidity has become more consistent over the years making bowling in
these conditions very uncomfortable.

2/9/2018 2:58 PM

125 Should play straight through in weekend pennant no brake so we finish earlier 2/9/2018 2:36 PM

126 Yes, a heat rule. If the O & M are not going to cancel games then a rule should be introduced
for games over a certain temperature (lets say 39) must be commenced by 10.30 am.

2/9/2018 12:49 PM

127 On more than one occasion this year some seconds inter feared with the thirds call in
measuring, I believe it should only be the thirds call to avoid disagreements

2/9/2018 10:39 AM

128 heat rule both should be 38* as more ladies are playing weekend . 2/9/2018 10:28 AM

129 Heat Rule should be same both weekend and midweek. As should wet weather rules. No
calling off of games on forecasts or predictions. Re-play all games that have been heated out or
washed out at end of season.

2/9/2018 9:56 AM

130 Heat Rule. Temperature should be checked at commencement of roll up then every completed
12 ends - 12,24,36,50,62,74.86.Should play stop because of temperature exceeding the
designated temperature play is then terminated and if the required minimum number of ends to
constitute a game have been played there is a result if not a draw applies

2/9/2018 9:54 AM

131 Rule 9.4 and 9.4.1 Reason: unfair restriction on movement of players between sides. Am of the
view there should never be two sides from one club in the same division particularly the top
division.

2/9/2018 9:46 AM

132 weekend pennant 21 ends played straight thru 2/9/2018 9:36 AM

133 If it's going to be 40dec on Saturday you can call it off Friday night for everyone then it is all the
same

2/9/2018 9:34 AM

134 Heat rule needs to be reviewed and amended to give a fair outcome for all sides in each division
ie. some completing & losing points after starting early, others starting at normal time & not
completing game & getting equal points?

2/9/2018 9:11 AM

135 Reconsider starting times to eat the heat 2/9/2018 8:22 AM

136 Have compulsory promotion/relegation not give clubs the choice. If good enough to win should
be promoted and if bottom then should go to lower division. If go to 2 sides promote then should
be winner of grand final and team finishing top of ladder. If both the same team then second
team to promote would be runner up. Have same temperature to stop for weekend and mid
week. Men and women are now playing in both competitions

2/8/2018 10:11 PM

137 No 2/8/2018 9:12 PM

138 Try morning games (10am) during the middle of summer 2/8/2018 8:23 PM

139 Now that more females are playing weekend pennant the anomaly with the heat rule and or
commencing time of weekend pennant requires addressing. However I am aware if the heat
rule is reduced to say 38 for weekend there would be more games abandoned.

2/8/2018 8:18 PM

140 Temp39 instead of 40 2/8/2018 8:01 PM

141 Starting time to be 1.00pm, instead of 1,30pm, to free up players for Saturday evening
entertainment

2/8/2018 7:29 PM

142 Heat rule needs to be amended, change to 38 for both mid-week and weekend.36 too low and
40 too high.

2/8/2018 7:26 PM

143 if any sides are playing on the same weekend in the finals and their clubs eg. 1st & 2nd team
the same qualifying should apply

2/8/2018 6:46 PM

144 heat rule standardizing temperature for mid-week and week-end pennant mandatory early starts
for predicted high temperatures

2/8/2018 6:44 PM

145 Limit of two dead ends per team per rink. 2/8/2018 6:38 PM

146 If the weather is going to be 40 and above as predicted by the weather bureau it should be
cancelled the day before. There are still people that work before they play pennant especially a
Saturday

2/8/2018 6:30 PM

147 No, but good bowls ettiquette should be insisted on,eg no walking in front of third bowler before
their bowl has stopped.

2/8/2018 5:44 PM
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148 Current biased voting re: forecast 40 deg days.At the moment the people voting can influence
results simply by making sure we play. Some sides who try to do the right thing by playing
Friday nights or 10am Saturday get a result win/lose while sides who don't play get awarded 9
points and gain a definite advantage.

2/8/2018 5:23 PM

149 The heat rule it is ridiculous and makes no sense at all. 2/8/2018 4:47 PM

150 The idea of a short autumn pennant season would be great if the current pennant season
ended before Christmas. January and February are generally too hot so why not shorten the
season. Mid week pennant is no longer an enjoyable experience in the lower grades as the
majority of men who play at this level are rude, dont know the rules and are bad sports. As well
as taking over just about every skip and third position they have generally made the women in
their teams play below their best because they are condescending. These are my observations
of the teams we play against asI have been fortunate enough to belong to a club that only uses
men when women are not available. It is so sad to see so many women leave pennant. Why
cant the o and m adopt the policy in place in many other regions and only play men in positions
of lead and second thus keeping women involved. It seems to work elsewhere why not here?

2/8/2018 4:09 PM

151 Weather rules should be left to pennant committee (ie extreme hot weather) or flooding rains.
Should be called the day before. Therefore we dont make long journeys and not finish enough
ends to constitute a completed match. I just feel 1 in all in or 1 out all out. Maybe mandatory
early start for games after the Christmas break.

2/8/2018 3:46 PM

152 No 2/8/2018 3:30 PM

153 Early start for weekend pennant 2/8/2018 3:27 PM

154 No 2/8/2018 3:14 PM

155 Weekend Pennant should start earlier like midweek(and play right through), starting at 1 is
ridiculous it a waste of a whole day and is in the heat of the day

2/8/2018 3:14 PM

156 After the balls, up of the 2017/18 season if BOM temp says 40c or any adverse weather on the
Saturday all pennant OFF this is across the board (even playing field) same goes if some play
Friday because THEY CAN its Saturday Pennant not Friday Sunday. Compulsory start of 10am
Saturday as distance sees clubs traveling long distance’s (if game finishes 6pm its 7 to 8pm
before you arrive home. Temp Tuesday and Saturday uniform there is no men’s ladies any
more

2/8/2018 2:54 PM

157 temperature rule so it is consistent for both midweek and weekend if necessary start time
should be changed

2/8/2018 2:49 PM

158 Just make pennant a longer season 2/8/2018 2:43 PM

159 Starting times for Midweek as of December be, roll up 9.15 and play to start at 9.30. Weekend
Pennant to start where possible at 10.00 unless players have work commitments

2/8/2018 2:27 PM

160 Heat rule reduced to 38 degrees to conform with bowls aust insurance policy. Both mid week
and Saturday pennant formats should be the same

2/8/2018 2:05 PM

161 Not leave up to clubs to make a decision on the heat rule it’s a o&m region decision 2/8/2018 1:50 PM

162 no 2/8/2018 1:43 PM

163 Temp gauge should be digital and viewed by all, more thought to helping struggling clubs, more
thought to better education

2/8/2018 1:43 PM

164 No 2/8/2018 1:37 PM

165 Start earlier in the day at 9.30 am and play through without a break. This will stop playing in hot
weather and getting home too late for any saturday night family events

2/8/2018 1:36 PM

166 smoking rule must be enforced If temp comes into play and you only have 2 or 3 ends to get a
result and everyone is OK play to get a result ( 30,45,60 ends )

2/8/2018 1:27 PM

167 Common temperature rule should apply weekend and midweek. Pennant ideally should start at
an earlier time on weekends and more Friday night games should be encouraged.

2/8/2018 1:27 PM

168 Is there any reason why we can’t play straight throw as we do in midweek 2/8/2018 1:16 PM

169 No 2/8/2018 12:45 PM
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